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As with all medical and dental procedures, Root Canal Therapy carries certain risks, hazards, and unpleasant side effects some of 

which may be infrequent, but nonetheless may occur. They include, but are not limited to the following: 
 

Root Canal Therapy 
First Dr Landers will spend the needed time to assure that you will be completely numb for the procedure! Treatment begins 

with the removal decay or otherwise poor quality tooth structure. After which point, your tooth is evaluated to determine if it is 

restorable. The second step involves shaping the tooth to allow access in order clean infected pulp tissue. Once the root canals are 

cleaned and shaped they are sealed with an inert spongy plant material call Gutta Purcha. The opening in the tooth is then closed 

with a white “clay like” temporary filling. This treatment sequence usually requires two visits.  
 

Please Initial Each Paragraph After Reading. 
_____ Should the tooth structure lost from decay or otherwise poor quality tooth structure exceeds the minimum amount 

needed to hold a Crown, additional treatment may be needed in order to save the tooth. In rare cases, insufficient quantity and 

quality of remaining tooth structure can lead to tooth loss. 
 

_____Undetected Cracks in the root of your tooth is one of the root canal complications that can lead to an increased risk of post 

treatment complications: the possibility of further treatment, and/or tooth loss. Diagnostic Facts: Cracks are not always 

clinically visible, not always symptomatic, not all fractures can be seen on x-rays, patient’s symptoms: random pain when 

biting. 
 

_____ Calcification of the root canal system occurs naturally as the tooth ages.  However, if a tooth is subjected to traumatic events, 

increased deposition of tooth structure can occur occluding/blocking the root canal system. If pulp chamber (hollow room 

inside the tooth) or root canals (think of root canals like hollow pipes) are calcified or occluded with hard tooth structure, it 

will be more difficult access and clean the roots. The later increases the risk of accidental root perforations & associated 

tooth loss.  
 

_____Twisted, curved, accessory, or blocked canals may prevent removal of all inflamed or infected pulp tissue. Since leaving 

any pulp tissue in the root canal may cause your symptoms to continue or worsen, this might require an additional procedure 

called an Apicoectomy (Root tip Removal).  
 

_____  Over time, dead (Non- Vital) teeth and roots including root canal treated teeth can develop a dark greyish color. This is 

especially of concern for anterior teeth, because crowns and the gums above crowns may darken over time. The dentist has 

no control over this possibility as it relates only to certain individuals with predisposed hereditary traits, and cumulative tooth 

reaction to prior traumatic events. 
 

_____  Large or Complex root tip infections are associated with a higher risk of failure long term. In all cases that involve 

compromised success rates, patients can choose tooth removal and replacement with with a dental implant, bridge or denture. 
 

_____Once the root canal is completed, it is essential to return promptly to begin the next step in treatment. The white clay like 

temporary is designed to last only a short time, failing to return as directed to have the tooth sealed permanently with a crown 

can lead to other problems: such as deterioration of the seal, resulting in decay, infection, gum disease, fracture and the 

possible premature loss of the tooth. 
 

_____I understand that following treatment, I may experience pain, swelling, and discomfort for several days. It is possible 

infection may accompany root canal treatment and must be treated with antibiotics. I will immediately contact the office if 

conditions worsen or if I experience fever, chills or sweats. 
 

_____I understand that holding my mouth open during treatment may temporally leave my jaw feeling stiff and sore and may 

make it difficult for me to open wide for several days. 
 

_____I understand that infrequently a root canal instrument may break off in a root canal. Depending on its location, the fragment 

may be retrieved or it may be necessary to seal it in the root canal. 
 

_____During any dental treatment materials and or small instruments can be swallowed or inhaled. Patients should always breath 

through their nose during dental treatment. 
 

Consequences If No Root Canal Treatment Is Rendered or if Treatment is Not Completed: 

_____I understand that if I do not have root canal treatment, or do not complete recommended treatment in a timely fashion, my 

discomfort may continue and I may face the risk of a serious, potentially life-threatening infection, abscesses in the tissue and 

bone surrounding my teeth and eventually, the loss of my tooth and/or adjacent teeth or dental implants (infections can spread 

and cause implant loss). 
 

In addition to the above outline, the consequences of non-treatment have been explained to me. I have had an opportunity to ask questions and am fully satisfied 

with the answers I have received. I would like Dr Landers to complete the root canal procedure.  
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